








A standard holder is available for an additional charge

Стандартный	держатель	доступен	за	дополнительную	плату



An actuator helps to open and close the doors and holds them in position when necessary. The doors can be opened with 
one hand when the car is on an incline - and the bodyguard who opens the door still has one hand free in the event of a 

defense.
Привод помогает открывать и закрывать двери и при необходимости удерживает их в нужном положении. 

Двери можно открывать одной рукой, когда автомобиль стоит на склоне, а у телохранителя, открывающего дверь, 
одна рука остается свободной в случае защиты.
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Blue light and radio as well as intercom, its own fire extinguishing system, additional headlights and an emergency 
fresh air system to protect against gas attacks are part of the on-board equipment

В состав бортового оборудования входят синий свет и радио, а также домофон, собственная система 
пожаротушения, дополнительные фары и система аварийного свежего воздуха для защиты от газовых атак















Stretched and armored Mercedes-Maybach S600/650 X222 Guard VR9,VR10+500mm after B-pillars

www.armor.ru

Mercedes-Benz	S680	V223	4Matic	Guard	with	protection	level	VR10	- full	protection	against	hits	from	sniper	rifle	Dragunov 360

Transparent	armor Opaque	armor

VR10		7.64	x	54mm



General description
The safest car in the world? That should be the armored version of the Mercedes S-Class. Inside everything is so princely,
outside she doesn't even let herself be shaken by 12.5 kilos of explosives. We drive the Guard, which at 4.2 tons weighs about
twice as much as an unarmoured S-Class and at 543,950 euros costs around twice as much as one of these ordinary Maybach
680 V12s.
Certified by the fire department. So no, the Guard, it's not about conventional street crime, something like robbers ‘on motorbikes
who tear open the door at red lights and steal the handbag of the lady from the back seat. We're talking about sniper rifles with a
hard steel core and incendiary device or just over 12.5 kilograms of explosives. The Guard version of the S-Class withstands all
of this, as certified by the state fire department in Ulm. Yes, it really does exist, and they fired 300 bullets at the S-Class alone.
Because nothing would have happened to the passengers inside - and nothing happened to the dummy inside - the Guard
achieves the highest civil resistance class called VR10. Everything about it already goes into the military and falls under the
legislation for war weapons exports There are a good two tons of armor in the S-Class, but not somehow, but as an integral part.
You can imagine it like this: There is an armored safety cage over which the body parts of the S-Class are placed like a silhouette.
Mercedes armors the Guard models from the shell - seamless down to the smallest joint. This, in turn, cannot be achieved with
the same complete seamlessness with retrospectively armored cars.
Now a few more figures: the front window weighs 120 kilograms, the rear window 100 kilograms, each door with side windows
200 kilograms. That is why one actuator per door helps with opening and locking - otherwise a security guard would be busy with
it alone, or simply overwhelmed if the car is too slanted. But opening the safe driver's door is surprisingly easy - you can already
guess its size because of the Fat, but she doesn't let you feel it. And therein lies the entire essence of the Guard. Inside it is a
little narrower than a normal S-Class because of the additional space required by the wide armored side windows, and clear, a
little cramped and also the armored glass with the wide frames distorts the view. But for all the important, endangered people in
the rear, it offers the same comprehensive luxury, infotainment and wellness comfort. Like an S-Class with a lot of holiday
luggageOf course, the greatest sensation of the S-Class Guard is its safety (friends, they showed us films how the 12.5 kilos of
explosives go off on the side, under the car and on the roof, you think that no one will survive it can, but in fact you
got out afterwards unharmed).



Security package:
o Z07 Highest protection-package (VR10)
o Z10 Wheel with limp-home capability – Michelin PAX tyre system
o Z11 Window lift front left special protection vehicles
o Z12 Window lift front right special protection vehicles
o Z13 Window lift rear left special protection vehicles
o Z14 Window lift rear right special protection vehicles
o Z17 Heated windscreen
o Z21 Fire extinguishing system
o Z22 Panic alarm system (GAS)
o Z25 Emergency-fresh-air system
o Z28 Enhanced ballistic protection
o Z50 Pivoting lights in the rear left/right
o Z60 Opening switch for emergency trunk lid
o Z61 Auxiliary battery for emergency start
o Z77 Control code for speed limit 190 km/h
o Z86 Disable emergency opening of central locking
o Z90 Special function (multifunction control unit)

Ballistic protection
- Specially protected passenger compartment all-round protection, roof-limited. Details upon request
- Splinter-protected body (resistance to explosion of two hand grenades, type HG85
- Splinter-protected roof (resistance to explosion of one hand grenade, type HG85
- Special protection multilayered polycarbonate glazing, all-round protection 360 degrees against hard core bullet in caliber
7,62x51mm NATO in istalled position (triple bombardment, triangle size 15cm X 15cm X 15cm)
- Special protection multilayered polycarbonate glazing, all-round protection against hard core bullet in caliber 7,62x51mm NATO 
and 7,62x54 mm / 7,62x54R mm (Dragunov sniper rifle SVD) in recess (Triangular bombardment)




